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BENEFITS FROM INCREASED AUTOMATION ADOPTION

The key challenges that robotics and automation could overcome are:
Solving the UK’s productivity
puzzle: UK productivity is 16% behind
the G7 average, ahead of only Italy in
the rankings.

Post - COVID working practices:
automation can support a more resilient,
scalable, and adaptable business operating
model.

Labour shortages post-EU Exit: a
need to replace lost labour due to the
end of freedom of movement between
the EU and UK.

Reshoring: in some instances, robotics
and automation has the scope to bring
some manufacturing back to the UK.

Increasing wages: the higher pay level
pushes employers to consider
automation of routine tasks.

Need for manufacturing to maintain a
competitive advantage: for existing
manufacturers harnessing the technologies
is a key element of UK industry remaining
competitive.

Made Smarter - robotics & automation over next 10 years = £184BN
Copenhagen Business School – UK productivity increase in food by 13.7%
Sources: The Manufacturer – Annual Manufacturing Report 2020 (2020); WorkFusion – The Difference Between Robotics and Automation (November
2019); London Economics – Industry 4.0 and the Future of UK Space Manufacturing (January 2019); CBI – Great job (May 2019)

UK ROBOT ADOPTION

UK Ranks 24th
with a density of 101 units

Source: IFR World Robotics 2021

BARRIERS TO ADOPTION

Growing interest from new users
►

Food & drink

→ 2020 robot uptake 35% up on 2019

End-users lack of knowledge & expertise
►

Capability to identify & concept robot automation
opportunities

►

Capability to produce User Requirements Specification

►

Safety standards (collaborative robots)

►

Selection of suppliers (45+ robot vendors, 250+
system integrators)

Need to provide support

MTC SUPPORT
Automation & robotics - what we do

Objective: to increase the
effective adoption of automation
and robotics in the UK by:
►

Assisting companies to identify
opportunities and specify, procure
& implement automation solutions

►

Providing insight as to the art of
the possible

►

Developing technology and solutions
to address the challenges of today
and the future

►

Supporting the development of
the automation supply chain

MTC SUPPORT
Advantages & benefits to clients/partners

For End User
►

Independent advice

►

World class manufacturing technology expertise

►

Experience from a range of sectors

►

Experience of implementing and operating
automation

For System Integrator
►

Reduced risks as requirements fully identified

►

Reduced cost of sales

►

Recommended as an appropriate supplier

►

Informed customer

►

Innovation addressed & solutions provided

►

Growing market – increased numbers of
opportunities

OPPORTUNITIES

Made Smarter
►

North West pilot

►

Expanded to West Midlands, Yorkshire & North East

Financing
►

Leasing

►

R&D Tax Credits

►

AIA - £1M – extended to 31 Dec 2021

►

Super deduction capital allowance for new plant & machinery
- 1 Apr 2021 to 31 Mar 2023
►

130% capital allowance on qualifying investments

►

50% first year allowance for qualifying special rate
assets

CONCLUSION

UK manufacturing must be competitive
►

Robot Density

Requires investment in flexible automation

Conditions are best ever
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►

Finance is available & low cost

►

Technology is available
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Market recognises need to automate
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►

Increasing number of success stories
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►

Growing trend to re-shore manufacturing
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►

Government support

►

Give staff the tools to do their jobs efficiently

►

“Sweat the assets, not the people”

Together we can achieve success
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Work smarter, not harder
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Robot automation has the potential to transform
the UK’s manufacturing competitiveness and
productivity

THE GO TO
PLACE FOR
AUTOMATION
& ROBOTICS

THE MTC IS HERE TO HELP
mike.wilson@the-mtc.org

www.the-mtc.org

automation@the-mtc.org

